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Virtual Music and Movies Trivia Blast!

Program Details

Do you love music? Do you love movies? Can't decide which you’d rather
test your knowledge on? How about a little of both?

Group Size:
Up to 100

Our Virtual Music and Movies Trivia Blast combines two great games into
one! This program will challenge your team with music trivia spanning the
years, and then after intermission, we switch gears to test your movie
knowledge. Play as one continuous program or play each act as a
standalone challenge with a winner from each round facing off in a bonus
"winner take all" round as well!

Team Size:
N/A

Your group will experience a full participant, full engagement, interactive
virtual game show with state of the art gaming and our engaging and
interactive professional hosts. All participants play throughout the game on
their apple or android device.

Space Requirement
N/A

With multiple-choice, true/false, and fill in the blank trivia questions, the
faster participants respond correctly, the more points they earn! And, you
can customize your program to your group's favorite decade from the '70s,
‘80s, ‘90s, and 21st century!

Program Length:
60 to 75 minutes

Setting:
Indoor
Physicality:
Low

During the music round, players will use album art or rarely-seen photos of
bands and singers to identify the artist. By the setlist alone, they will need to
identify the band or singer, finish a lyric from a short clip, or identify a song
by commonly misheard lyrics. And, you can customize your program to your
group's favorite musical decade from the '70s to now!

Program Elements

The movie round will then feature challenges, including identifying the
movie from a foreign poster, naming the movie or show by seeing a photo of
the cast, or identifying the film by its Oscar-winning song.

Relationship Building &
Networking

Friendly Competition
Fun & Engaging Interaction

Whether each player is a film buff or a music guru, this game offers them
the chance to shine. Your group can strike a chord and bring the drama to
this fun-filled program!
Check out our Holiday Game Shows for a fun and festive edition of this
program!

For photos and video, please visit our website at https://bestcorporateevents.com/program/virtual-music-and-movies-trivia-blast/
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